ARAUCO’S Sustainable Practices

- 100% of wood from certified, sustainably managed plantation forests.
- No use of native forests.
- Certified to strict CERTFOR forest management standards that are endorsed by international non-profit group PEFC.
- Respect for the rights of indigenous peoples.
- No genetically modified trees.
- Verified legal origin.
- USDA Lacey Act compliant.
- California CARB Compliant (MDF).
- Mills powered by carbon neutral, biomass-generated green power.
ARAUCO in North America

Our sales office in Atlanta, GA is responsible for North American sales and service support for ARAUCO, a global leader in the manufacture of sustainable forest products.

ARAUCO’s Atlanta, Georgia office is your convenient, single point-of-contact for AraucoPly panels, TruChoice Arauco millwork, Trupan MDF and Durolac hardboard brands, as well as for ARAUCO lumber and pulp products.

ARAUCO is committed to earning your business by streamlining the purchasing process and providing superior customer service before and after the sale. Our dedicated sales and operation teams offer exceptional service and support, including detailed product information, product application and finishing guides, purchase order tracking, and delivery updates.

To meet the needs of customers throughout North America, ARAUCO products are shipped into 12 major ports of entry, and are forwarded to more than 2,800 locations in the U.S. and Canada.
Precision milled to ARAUCO’s rigorous standards, TruChoice Arauco millwork products are available in a wide selection of Ultralight MDF, solid pine, and Fj pine mouldings, as well as jambs and edge-glued boards. TruChoice Arauco millwork is the right choice for every job.

Info@truchoicemoulding.com
770.350.1645
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TruChoice **ARAUCO**
Premium Millwork Products

Since they first appeared on jobsites and in home centers, TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products have earned a reputation for quality, selection and sustainability, becoming the brand of choice for mouldings and jambs in North America.
Sustainability

TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products are made from wood grown on long-established, sustainably managed forest plantations. No native forest wood or genetically modified trees are used to produce any TruChoice products. In addition, TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products have verified legal origin, and are compliant with the regulations of the USDA’s Lacey Act governing the importation of plant-based products.

The forests that provide the wood for TruChoice Arauco are certified as being in compliance with CERTFOR, Chile’s strict national standard for sustainable forest management. Developed by a non-profit, non-governmental organization, with expert technical assistance from the Chilean Forestry Institute, the CERTFOR standard is endorsed by the international Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC).

CERTFOR is your assurance that TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products originate in plantations that are managed in an environmentally appropriate and socially responsible manner.

In addition, ARAUCO has recently completed its first-ever carbon footprint assessment of its operations in Chile, Brazil and Argentina. ARAUCO’s carbon footprint is at the low end of those reported by the forest products industry, and the company is on a path to further reduce its carbon footprint in the years ahead.

Quality

TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products are precision milled to ARAUCO’s rigorous standards for quality and reliable performance. All of ARAUCO’s TruChoice production facilities are operated in accordance with the ISO 9001 Quality Management System standard, ensuring product consistency from unit to unit.

Selection

TruChoice Arauco premium millwork products give builders more choice – with thousands of patterns and profiles, including jambs and edge-glued boards. And TruChoice Arauco products are available in solid pine, finger-joint, MDF, and multiple primed applications, so they’re the right choice for every job.
• Ultralight MDF Moulding
• Solid Moulding
• Finger-Joint Moulding
• Jambs & Frames
• Edge-Glued Boards
Ultralight MDF Moulding

TruChoice™ Arauco Ultralight MDF Moulding is precision engineered for superior quality and high performance. Available throughout North America in a wide variety of standard and custom profiles, TruChoice™ Arauco Ultralight MDF Moulding is a great choice for painted trim applications in residential and commercial projects.

Product Features

• Ultralight density: 32 lb/ft³.
• Superior workability – easy to cut, miter, nail and finish.
• Precision milled – free of raised grain, trimbacks and defects.
• Smooth, ready-to-paint Jesso primed surface.
• CARB Compliant.
• Made from pine fiber grown in ARAUCO’s sustainably managed plantation forests.
Solid Moulding

TruChoice™ Arauco Solid Moulding is made from 100% clear, solid Radiata pine for a consistently straight, knot-free product. Available throughout North America in a wide variety of standard and custom profiles, TruChoice™ Arauco Solid Moulding is the best choice for trim with a natural or stained appearance.

Product Features

- Made from 100% Radiata pine.
- Natural light color.
- Smooth, knot-free quality.
- Uniform acceptance of stain.
- Consistently straight.
- Optimal tally for fast installation and less waste - RL units heavy on 14'- 16' lengths.
- Made from pine grown in ARAUCO’s sustainably managed plantation forests.
Finger-Joint Moulding

TruChoice™ Arauco Finger-Joint Moulding is precision milled for superior quality and high performance. Available throughout North America in a wide selection of standard and custom profiles in both Radiata and Taeda pine, TruChoice™ Arauco Finger-Joint Moulding is a great choice for painted trim applications in residential and commercial projects.

Product Features

• Wide variety of finishes – Raw, single prime, double prime, Ivory and Marble.
• Primed 3 or 4 sides.
• Radiata and Taeda pine.
• Virtually no defects, due to state-of-the-art finger-jointing and moulding processes.
• Combined shipments with Solid Moulding, Jambs, and Edge-Glued Boards.
• Made from pine grown in ARAUCO’s sustainably managed plantation forests.

Info@truchoicemoulding.com
770.350.1645
Jambs & Frames

TruChoice™ Arauco Jambs and Frames are made from high-quality Radiata pine. Available throughout North America in a wide variety of options – flat, split, and rabbeted jambs – TruChoice™ Arauco Jambs and Frames are the best choice for interior and exterior door applications.

Product Features

• Made from high-quality Radiata pine.
• Wide variety of finishes – Raw, single-prime, double-prime, Ivory.
• Available with Applied Stop and Weather Strip.
• Hinge & Strike Machining Capabilities.
• Combined shipments with Solid Moulding, FJ Moulding, and Edge-Glued Boards.
• Made from pine grown in ARAUCO’s sustainably managed plantation forests.
Edge-Glued Boards

TruChoice™ Arauco Edge-Glued Boards are made from Radiata pine for a consistently straight, smooth product. Available throughout North America in a wide variety of finishes and sizes, TruChoice™ Arauco Edge-Glued Boards are the best choice for interior and exterior trim applications.

**Product Features**

- Wide variety of finishes – Raw, single-prime, double-prime, Ivory, Oil Prime, and Rough Sawn.
- Consistently straight.
- Smooth, sanded finish.
- Fj edge-glued with fingers on the edge, not the face.
- Available thicknesses 21/32”, 23/32” and 5/4”.
- LOSP treatment available for exterior applications.
- Combined shipments with Solid Moulding, FJ Moulding, and Jambs & Frames.
- Made from pine grown in ARAUCO’s sustainably managed plantation forests.

Info@truchoicemoulding.com
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“To be a global leader in the development of sustainable forest products”
For more than 40 years, ARAUCO has been driven forward by its vision of being a global leader in sustainable forest products. During this time, we have evolved into one of the most respected forestry companies in the world, not only for the size and health of our plantation forests, the quality of our products, and superior customer service, but for our technical innovation, environmental responsibility and social commitment as well.

Our natural resources are the cornerstone of our sustainability. Through Bioforest, ARAUCO’s scientific and technological research center, we apply leading-edge biotechnology to the development of new ways to increase the quality, productivity and performance of our forest plantations, as well as conservation and protection strategies to more than 800,000 acres of native forest within our forest holdings.

The products and services provided by ARAUCO’s forestry, wood pulp, sawn timber, panels, and energy business areas embody the company’s commitment to sustainable resource management. ARAUCO employs certified production processes that have minimal environmental impact to deliver a broad range of high quality products, meeting the needs of customers in more than 75 countries.

By carefully analyzing market trends, ARAUCO is able to anticipate market needs and have the right mix of products available for its customers.
Through its sales offices in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Holland, Japan, Mexico, Peru and the United States, and sales agents in many other countries, ARAUCO delivers a superior level of customer service. This sales network, together with the company’s state-of-the-art global logistics system covering transportation, loading/unloading, storage and distribution, has earned ARAUCO a reputation for consistent availability and timely delivery the world over.

ARAUCO’s success is based on satisfying our customers with quality products and services while balancing the company’s needs with those of our employees, the environment, and the people who live near our facilities and plantations. This is the starting point for the responsible and efficient management of our natural resources, the occupational health and safety of our workers and our active contribution to social development and welfare in the communities in which we operate.